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Barnes started a book business from his home in Wheaton, Illinois. In , his son, William, went to New York to
join G. This store developed a worldwide reputation for excellence by serving millions of customers with its
comprehensive selection of general trade books, academic titles and textbooks, and medical books. Working
as a clerk in the university bookstore, he became convinced that he could do a better job serving students, and
he opened a competing store of his own. With a small investment, Mr. By the s, Mr. Within a few years, Mr.
Innovations Throughout the s and s, the company made a number of groundbreaking moves. Initially, these
stores were very successful and expanded to 50 locations. These titles were primarily out-of-print books that
were reissued in high-quality, affordable editions. In , the company made its largest acquisition when it
purchased B. Dalton Bookseller from Dayton Hudson. This acquisition gave the company key insights into the
ingredients behind a successful superstore strategy, from real estate to operations to marketing and
merchandising. They combine a vast and deep selection of book titles with an experienced bookselling staff
and a warm, comfortable and spacious atmosphere. They also offer a comprehensive inventory of music
including vinyl , DVDs, gift product, and toys and games. Internet Retailing The company began selling direct
to consumers with its mail-order catalogue in the s, but in the late s began experimenting with selling books
online in a joint venture between Sears and IBM called Trintex. Customers also have access through BN.
Book Publishing The company began its publishing efforts by reissuing affordable editions of out-of-print
titles. In the early s, the company made two acquisitions that expanded its publishing capability. SparkNotes
converted its top study guides into print publications, and they have rapidly become bestsellers. Digital The
company has leveraged its unique assets, iconic brands and reach to compete in the distribution of digital
content. Over the past several years, the company has introduced several devices in the tablet and eReader
categories. The new stores also include a special mobile experience for both booksellers and customers,
featuring a mobile app that provides a digital layout of the store to facilitate finding books and other
merchandise, and the ability for customers to text booksellers for assistance.
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